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Abstract. A service is commonly realized by a set of components 
distributed over different nodes. For example, Internet based applica
tions are orchestrated across a large scale distributed computing in
frastructures and underlying resource elements; Similarly, in TINA
like approaches intelligence for control and management of services 
and resource, in particular, is distributed among network nodes and 
user/terminal nodes. In fact a service can be seen as a set of interacting 
components with a common purpose, being it application-oriented or of 
a support nature . The placement of components in different machines 
is more or less empirically determined at the design phase, by loosely 
(and occasionally subconsciously) taking into account "reasonable" pre
dictions of the component usage. Code mobility has added complexity to 
the distribution problem: The aim of this paper is to present a method
ology of dealing with component distribution, to explore its limitations, 
and to present its effect on service and network design. 

1 Introd uction 

The service-oriented computing paradigm considers services as the fundamental 
elements for constructing applications. Composite services as resulting by basic 
service components aggregation are utilized by service providers as commercial 
solutions to be affered to a diverse customer base. Thus, services may be viewed 
as open, self-contained software components that support effi.cient configuration 
as well quality of service composition of distributed applications. Services may be 
supplied by different business stakeholders and comprise a distributed computing 
infrastructure in support of intra- and cross-enterprise application integration 
and collaboration [1]. 

Quality of service (QoS) considerations, are seen as an integral part of 
the service design lifecycle, taking into account important functional and non
functional service properties, such as performance, security, reliability, trans
actional integrity and services overall cost. Today's dominant manifestat ion of 
service-oriented computing implementation is realized in terms of ernerging web 
technologies [2] Current service design frameworks merely focus on service capa
bilities, interface and behavior models and notations, which are expressed in a 
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universal format, independent of a particular modeling tool and implementation 
platforms. In this paper, the component distribution analysis activities, in par
ticular, are examined as an integrated phase of a performance-centered and thus 
quality of service-centered design process. The argument here made is that the 
service design philosophy and methodology can be explicitly extended to incor
porate component allocation considerations in terms of combined mathematical 
programming and formal specifications activities. 

The relationship between information mobility, which is supported by a net
work infrastructure, and the network itself, has so far been rather fuzzy; design 
has been based on empirical decisions, which aim at adapting network design 
to the needs it is . assumed to serve. Ideally, given a set of services, a geograph
ical distribution of users, and a demand pattern for the services requested by 
each user, one would design a minimum cost network, which would satisfy the 
quality requirements of all services, and, of course, the services themselves. Con
sider now that a service can be designed in a network independent manner: 
It consists of components, whose types and interactions are network topology 
independent, while only their distribution depends on the network. In this re
spect component based service design becomes an isolated problem, which can 
be separated from the aforementioned general problem. Therefore, service design 
( excluding the component distribution phase) becomes an input to this holistic 
design problem. Even after this reduction, the problern remains very ambitious, 
as its solution should produce both (a) the network topology, including node 
and channel capacities, and (b) the placement of service components over the 
network. The realisation of this grand objective cannot be achieved unless the 
relationship between the different factors of this problern becomes explicit. This 
paper takes us at least halfway to the solution of the problem, as it addresses 
subproblern (b) ofthe design, and partially subproblern (a) in the following sense: 
Although the network topology is taken as granted, node and link capacities can 
be determined or corrected by using the model presented in this paper; they can 
also be taken as given, which is plausible when new services are deployed over an 
existing network, and actually this is the most common situation. Therefore the 
main contributions of this paper are (i) that it presents a new design method
ology, and (ii) it describes a number of steps, which are necessary to make the 
relationship between demand distribution and component distribution explicit. 

2 Component Distribution Issues 

To illustrate some of the issues, which will be explored in this paper, a simple 
example is useful: Assurne that a new mobile device is in the design phase. A 
user directory application, which will of course include phone numbers, will be 
offered to the device user. The designer's dilemma is where to place the main 
component, i.e. in the device or in the network. Her choice of preference might 
be to make the device as light as possible, not only because this will give her 
less development pain, but also because it will be mass produced and it must be 
as cheap as possible. However, if the whole application is in the network, each 
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time a user asks for a person's number, a directory application interface (and 
proxy) in the phone must send a message to the main application component, 
thereby consuming communications resources, including expensive air-interface 
time. Driven be these thoughts she might after all decide to spend the extra 
effort and try to put the main application in the phone. Storage, then, is likely 
to become an issue, but the price of memory is constantly sinking and today's 
phones are equipped with a memory, which well surpasses the storage capacity of 
yesterday's computers. Yet, again, each time a user related piece of information 
changes, all phone resident copies of this information must also be updated, 
sooner or later. The obvious reaction of the overwhelmed designer would be to 
ask a colleague to prepare for her a cost-benefit analysis of the alternatives. 

What is a common objective behind these and similar considerations in a 
designer's mind? Is it not to produce the cheapest possible product, which sat
isfies a set of quality criteria? In the previous example, putting the directory in 
the network may produce a eheaper device, but the response time in retrieving 
a person's number must be kept under an acceptable limit. In a cost conscious 
design, the total communication cost should be minimized. Short sighted de
sign may ignore such considerations or pursue a partial cost optimization, but 
market competition is likely to punish such policies in the long term. In the 
specific example, a designer may choose a network based user directory on the 
grounds of creating a lower market price product. On the other hand, a mis
informed product buyer will discover that she pays higher communication bills 
than her neighbour, just because of the directory application. A healthy market 
will sooner or later reject the specific phone design. 

From this discussion it should have become clear that communication cost 
is an important factor inassigning components to physical entities, i.e. physical 
containers, such as nodes, terminals, and other devices. Other important factors 
in the realm of service provision over network infrastructures are development 
costs of devices and applications, and, more recently, the cost of acquiring and 
processing information. In this paper we mainly deal wit h the problern of compo
nent distribution over a given network infrastructure, based on communication 
cost minimization. 

A service can be seen as a collection of concerted components, which should 
produce a desired outcome. Components exchange messages in order to establish 
cooperation and communicate results. The following observations add t o the 
complexity of the component distribution problem: 

- There can be common components between services. For example, a charging 
component may be used by different services. 

- Certain components can be attached only to specific physical entities or spe
cific types of physical entities (due to functional or administrative reasons). 
For example, a module, which captures human voice and converts it to a 
digit al signal can only exist in the mobile phone. 

- Communication volume reduction or load sharing may favor t he distribu
tion of copies of the same component over a network. For example, a user 
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directory database may be implemented in multiple copies, each serving the 
demand of a major city. 

A general and loose formulation of the problems, which are explored in this 
paper is the following: 

Problem 1. Assuming 

1. a set of services, 
2. a set of components for each service (including common service components), 
3. an estimate of the volume of interaction between components produced by 

invoking a service, 
4. a network topology, 
5. a population of termirrals attached to network nodes, 
6. an estimate of service demand (per different service) created at a terminal, 

and 
7. a charging scheme (i.e. an algorithm, which transforms traffic volume to 

cost), 

find the assignment of components to nodes ( and termirrals), which minimizes 
the total communication cost. 

3 Related Work 

The problern of distributing a set of components with known mutual interaction 
volumes reduces to the multiterminal cutproblern [3], when network node pairs 
are equidistant ( or the charging scheme is flat with respect to distance) . In [4] 
the objective is to minimize the total running time of program modules rather 
than communication. The problems in [4] also reduce to the multiterminal cut 
problern [3]. 

A binary program formulation of the problern can be found in [5]. The de
velopment and results of a software tool, which implemented the methodology 
of [5] for networks with fixed and mobile nodes has been described in [6]. 

Other related work concerns modeling agent mobility and performance. [7) 
considers the problern of optimally scheduling a single mobile agent that is as
signed to perform a certain task in a computer network. The cost tobe minimized 
is the overall response time, which consists of the time spent in the network nodes 
plus the time spent for the migration between nodes. [8] compares two possible 
implementations (static vs. mobile) of a particular service component of the 
TINA Service Architecture, i.e. the User Agent (UA). There are no optimiza
tion concepts involved. Mobile component optimization is explored in [9]. 

The problems discussed in the aforementioned papers are partly related with 
the popular file allocation problem: Individual files are allowed to replicate in 
order to reduce communication cost by bringing information closer to the pro
grams that access it, but at the expense of increasing update costs. Papers [10, 
11] discuss various optimization models for the distribution of files in a computer 
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network. The costs considered include communication and delay. Additional re
quirements refer to parallelism, availability and security. The problern of file 
migration, that is the reorganization of the file allocation scheme, is also dis
cussed in [10). Reference [12) discusses and compares various file migration and 
dynamic file allocation problems. Both adaptive and non-adaptive models are 
discussed for both types of problems. References [13,14) consider the problern of 
reallocating a single file. For this purpose a stochastic control problern is for~u
lated. Whereas in (13) the decision for the location of the file is made centrally, in 
(14) various nodes decide independently. Finally (15) presents an online algorithm 
for the dynamic replication of a single file. 

4 Problem Formulation 

The core of the general problern is a mathematical problem, which will hence
forth be called the fixed component distribution problem. This core problern has 
been presented and solved in papers (5,6), where several theoretical and prac
tical examples can be found as weil (while the preconditions to use this core 
and its consequences are presented in this paper). To malm the present paper 
as self-contained as possible, we outline the fixed component distribution prob
lern, but we have omitted the examples for obvious reasons. However, a better 
familiarisation with certain technical aspects requires a reading of the examples. 

Problem 2. Given 

- a network topology graph G(V, E) (where V = { v1, v2, ... , vn} is the set of 
nodes and E = { el> e2, ... , er} is the set of links), 

- a set of components C, 
- a collection of N service topology graphs G(Ck, Fk) (k = 1, ... , N), where 

Ck = { ct, ... } is the set of components of service k ( Ck <;;; C) and edges F = 
{ff, f~, ... , f!k} represent the interaction between components according 
to service k, for each service a set of labels Ak = {At,>.~, ... , >.~k} (that 
denote the traffic exchanged between components for each unit of traffic 
affered by a user to the service triggering component ct, 

- a collection of N functions tk : V -+ R (k = 1, ... , N) that describe the 
total volume of k service demand due to users attached to a node, 

- a routing scheme (i.e. a collection of paths P = {Pij hEV,jEV, where Pii is a 
path for each pair of nodes ( i, j)to be used by the traffic exchanged between 
them) and 

- certain link and node capacity constraints 

find the allocation of service components to nodes that minimises a given com
munication cost function. 

The linear program is based on initially placing copies of all components in 
each node. The program variables are the traffic variables x7Jmn, where x7Jmn 
is the traffic generated by service k on edge (i,j) between a copy of component 
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cm, which has been placed in node vi, and a copy of component Cn, which has 
been placed in node Vj. 

It is assumed that the communication cost is a (preferably linear) known 
function of the information traffic volumes Xij = :Lk,m,n x~jmn, where Xij is the 
total traffic over link ( vi, v1). The exact form and validity of this assumption de
pends on the charging scheme imposed by the network operator and on network 
protocols. 

Linear programming versions of Problem 2, examples and numerical results 
have been presented in [5,9]. The technique used in [5] is to place a component 
copy in each network node and to calculate the traffic served by each component 
for each service. Components producing zero traffic are finally removed. Note 
that the problern cannot be decomposed into independent subproblems, one for 
each service, because of the existence of common components between services. 
Additional features to the problern may include node setup costs or component 
installation costs. Such additions make the problern non-linear. 

The single component copy version of this problem, i.e. when each compo
nent is unique in the network, is not necessarily easy in terms of complexity. 
This problern is easily proven to be NP-complete. Even a simplified single copy 
problern with only three equidistant nodes and a single service is NP-complete. 
Actually it can be easily shown to be equivalent to the multiterminal cut prob
lern [3] (as already mentioned in the previous section), which is NP complete. 
Fortunately, if only two nodes exist, the problern can be solved in polynomial 
time by using the max-low min-cut theorem and fl.ow maximization techniques. 
The mobile version of the component placement problern is treated in [9] 

5 The Component Distribution Methodology 

Effectively a new importand phase in the service design methodology has evolved. 
After a service has been designed to the point that its components and their 
mutual interactions are known, an estimation of the traffic generated between 
components can be performed. Then by using and solving the distribution prob
lern for sets of services with common components, components can optimally be 
assigned to nodes and possibly to terminals, if the latter are also in the design 
phase or if they are reconfigurable. 

6 Factars Determining Component Distribution 

Problem 2 formulation is enlightening in the sense that it can reveal the effect 
of various factors on component distribution. We take up these factors one by 
one in the following few paragraphs. 

Service demand distribution: The solution to Problem 2 is partly based on 
the estimation of service demand. Service demand is created at specific nodes or 
(groups of) terminals. Demand can follow a quitecomplex pattern; consequently 
the traffic source related literatme is extensive. If the demand volume is mod
eledas a random process, the problern of finding the appropriate distribution for 
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such a process is largely open. However, in fixed network topology and capacity 
problems demand usually assumes the form of an average over a suitable time 
period, or it is a compromise between an average a peak traffic volume. In recon
figurable networks, which are by design able to respond to quasi-static traffic, 
i.e. traffic, which has different statistical properties in different time intervals, 
but its characteristics remain the same within each interval, the component dis
tribution problern can also be formulated in a piecewise manner. In this case, 
the designer should cater for the transition between successive configurations. 

In general, service components are "pulled" by a node with a high volume 
of service demand in an effort to reduce communication cost. If the capacity 
of such a node is not a limiting factor, if the node, component installation and 
maintenance costs are negligible, and if all components are movable (i.e. they are 
not assigned to particular nodes for particular reasons) , there isatrivial solution 
to the distribution problem: All service components are likely to be copied to 
this node. 

Is service demand and its distribution predictable? In general the answer is 
negative, and from time to time totally unpredictable and revolutionary changes 
may happen. The emergence of WWW is a typical example. The answer de
pends on the collection of services, which are likely to be offered, on customer 
profiles and distribution. In certain networks, e.g. in cellular mobile networks, 
basic services remain constant or at least predictable for a significant period of 
time. Often network operators try to contain change by hindering the spread
ing of certain technologies and services: A typical example is voice over IP. The 
quasi-stability assumption remains valid in special purpose networks, e.g. in the 
private network of a company. Internet type networks are less predictable. Obvi
ously, the answer to the lack of totally predictable traffic patterns is the creation 
of reconfigurable networks. From time to time an operator should run the com
ponent distribution algorithm again and adjust the configuration of the network 
and its components. 

Network topology and charging: The objective function of Problem 2 expresses 
the total communicat ion cost in terms of traffic variables. It may contain a sum 
of terms of the form dij x Xij, where dij is the distance between nodes i and j 
if the communication cost is a linear function of the distance. In general dij is 
infiuenced by the physical distance between nodes, but it may also refiect the 
operator's charging policy. Flat charging, which depends only on volume, can 
be modeled by setting all distances to the same value. A quantized charging 
scheme will usually require a non-linear formulation. Flat charging is likely to 
favor component concentration in a smaller number of nodes, which offer eheaper 
processing and storage. Flat charging has become popular with the success of 
the Internet, but it is becoming increasingly attractive even in the PSTN. 

To some extent charging, and the subsequent accuracy of the objective func
tion, will also depend on packet lengths, retransmission protocols, failure recov
ery protocols, error rates, compression algorithms, and any other factor, which 
contributes to an increased number of transmitted bits for the same number of 
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information (i.e. service generated) bits. However, for the purposes of component 
distribution the infiuellce of these factors can be seen as a second order effect. 

Processing and storage capacity: In general the larger the capacity of a node, 
the more components it can host. Since communication cost is paid only for the 
interaction of pairs of components, which reside in machines separated by a phys
ical distance, the total elimination of communication cost is ideally achieved by 
putting all components in the same machine, or at least in machines accommo
dated under the same roof. An extreme version of this idea has been realized in 
computer farms. This would be the case if users could somehow be transported in 
negligible time to the farms and use the services there. However, distance in our 
world is a factor, and a major mission of a network is to make up for distance. In 
other words, certain service components, which at least include a user interface, 
must be in the user's premises. Exactly these components pull other components 
towards them if the user equipment has host them in a cost effective manner. 
If communication becomes eheaper and eheaper, component concentration is fa
vored again. There are some notable "exceptions" : For example, a processing 
intensive problern can be solved by a large number of geographically separated 
machines, if installation and processing are also cheap. This is the SETI (Search 
for ExtraTerrestrial Intelligence) case and the security related decomposition of 
a long integer to a product of prime numbers. In both cases large numbers of ma
chines have been volunteered by their owners, while low communication volumes 
and cheap Internet prices have made the communication cost negligible. 

Channel capacities: Capacities have an indirect infiuence on the distribution 
problem, as they may have an impact on charges. However, a Capacity constraint 
directly delimits the traffic, which is allowed to pass through a link. A cheap link 
tends to absorb more traffic. When the link is saturated, traffic is diverted to 
the next cheapest path. 

7 Service Internal Traftic Estimation 

In Problem 2 for each service k a graph G(Ck, Fk) has been defined, together 
with a set of labels on its edges. A label >.~j on an edge aimillg from component 
i to component j denotes the traffic gellerated Oll this edge for data sent from 
i to j for a Ullit traffic from a service user to the service interface componellt. 
The existence of this graph is based on the assumption that the traffic generated 
between pairs of service components can be evaluated or estimated. The rest 
of this section is devoted to the description of techniques, which allow for the 
estimation of service internal traffic. 

The obvious solution in internal traffic estimation is to monitor the traffic 
between pairs of components for a certain test period. While this approach is 
conceptually simple and the test can run on a single machine, it requires one or 
more monitaring components, depending on the testing architecture. If service 
execution varies alld depellds Oll user input, a statistically stable result must 
be pursued by letting different users illteract with the service illterface. Also, 
this approach does not solve the problern of accurately determilling the actual 
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volume of the traffic generated between two components, due to the omission 
of the network protocols. A more realistic approach would be to instaU the 
components in different machines, which are separated by a network similar to 
the target network. 

Simulation is another interesting choice. Occasionally the required program
ing effort may be close to the service development effort. Modern popular sim
ulation packages, like OPNET and NS2, are capable of capturing the required 
protocols. However, they will require extra effort in modeling the service compo
nents. The problern of the statistical stability of the results and the associated 
user behavior model must be taken care of by the simulation designer. 

A relatively recent approach is to use formal specification techniques like SDL 
or UML. This approach is suitable only if the service creation process contains 
a formal definition phase. 

7.1 SDL Based Estimation 

The existence of formal specification techniques determine certain features of 
a service before its actual implementation. So far formal specification has been 
reserved for the functional characteristics of services. In this section a non func
tional usage is introduced. 

SDL tools are capable of producing a simulation run, but usuaily this will not 
entail network protocol details. Also, the specification may not have modeled all 
those aspects of the service, which are necessary for accurate traffi.c estimation 
purposes. For example, it may not use the actual messages, which are used 
in communication between service components. The statistical stability of the 
results is also a problem. 

SDL trains of events can altermatively be derived from Message Sequence 
Charts (MSC). MSCs do not offer any particular advantage over simulation, 
nevertheless they might become available before the existence of an SDL specifi
cation (which may or may not appear), e.g. as apart of a preliminary definition 
of the service. In this sense a collection of representative MSC ( or even informal 
event and message exchange sequences) may be a lazy or a hurried developer's 
last refuge. 

The observation that real messages may differ from their representation in 
a model, holds for MSCs as weil. While the MSC user may decide to make do 
with the virtual message names or even with a simple message count, certain 
events are definitely different than simple messages in terms of volume and must 
be treated accordingly. Such events are packet transmissions and file t ranfers in 
general. Note that such events are of major importance in multimedia services. 

7.2 UML Based Estimation 

UML being a standard notation for formal analysis and design of software sys
t em, offers several diagrams for separating concerns of different system views, 
and arguably this approach makes feasible to derive early performance mod
els by taking into account combined data from these diagrams. In UML, a use 
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case diagram (UCD) provides a functional description of a system, by means 
of its major use cases and its external users or actors. Sequence diagrams (SD) 
depict a number of software components and the messages that are exchanged 
between them in a given scenario (generally a single use case can be described 
by a set of scenarios, i.e., a set of sequence diagrams).Thus, sequence diagrams 
provide specific information about the order in which events occur and the in
teractions required for each event. Consequently, estimates on component traffic 
generation can be obtained similar to to SDL-MSC based estimates that were 
treated in the previous section. A deployment diagram (DD) is a graph of com
puting nodes connected by communication links. Nodes may contain component 
instances (indicating that the component lives on the node) so it shows the map
ping of components on processing nodes. It is apparent that, for example, SDs 
alone can directly support the traffic conscious specifications of service systems, 
since they depict in a Straightforward manner the timed sequence and generated 
traffic of service events. Also, DD where the mapping of software components 
to hardware nodes is described can support the modeling of service distribution. 
Nevertheless, the level of modeling detail acquired does not directly stem from 
the set of diagrams and their refined semantics and constructs adopted to de
scribe the hardwarejsoftware system; it rather depends on the depth of system 
knowledge and the designers intuition. Besides, extracting combined information 
from other UML diagrams would be helpful in order to keep into a performance 
model relevant characteristics of the system that are not explicitly captured from 
the SD and DD diagrams being considered. In [16] a comprehensive survey on 
using UML diagrams for performance modeling and a particular performance 
estimation algorithm are given. 

8 Conclusions 

In this paper ample evidence and methodological directions are given in support 
of service design activities, which will deal with component distribution in such 
a way, as to minimize communication cost. Communication cost has been con
sidered the main factor of component distribution in this work. Other important 
and indicative factors, as security and reliability, have not been considered, and 
can be explored in future research on component distribution. The overall design 
philosophy should tend to an integrated and QoS aware service-oriented design 
methodology that explicitly incorporates non functional requirements modeling 
such as cost, performance, security, availability and reliability in the established 
service analysis and design methodology phases. 
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